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1 Why communicate?
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Thou shall publish to be read

� H-index

� What story do the publications tell?

� The important thing is the idea, not the 
article

� You can publish around the same idea 
various times, but make this clear
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2 How to have a 
communication policy
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Why communicate in the best 
conferences?

� The key players will meet there

� The audience is important

� Gives a chance to go to the best 
conference and hear the best researchers

� Gives opportunities to network
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Why communicate in 
workshops?

� The experts of your theme will probably 
be there

� You will receive real feedback on your work

� Opportunities to network
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Why communicate by poster?

� When poster session is well run, you may 
spend the most exhausting 2 hours of your 
life

� A thriving poster session is a sign of good 
health of a community

� You will have several chances of testing 
you talk
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Why communicate in the best 
journal?

� You benefit from the reputation of the 
journal: authors tend to prefer citing 
papers from the best journal
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Why communicate in seminars, 
work in progress sessions, etc?

� You get more readers for your papers

� You get more feedback

� You get more chances of being known
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Other reasons to communicate

� You get chances to travel: this makes you 
meet people, but also see the world

� Not just nice, but also can help to 
understand, to get a perspective
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3 Written 
communication
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Some questions

� How do we optimise?
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4 Posters
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What a poster is for

� To communicate on its own: a « reader » is 
supposed to understand something by 
looking at a poster
� What reader?

� To help you (the author) communicate 
something to small audiences (1-5 persons)

� To do both at the time

� You should decide in which case you stand
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A 2-dimensional object

� Think of a poster as it is: a sheet of paper. 
It is not necessarily a sequence of A4 
sheets

� Nevertheless, occidental readers mostly 
read from left to right and top to bottom
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Some key ideas

� Title, authors and affiliation

� Special care with affiliations and 
acknowledgements (absence of the logo of 
a funding agency on a poster, because it is 
material, is resented)

� References: some must be up. Probably not 
all
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Visually attractive

� People should want to come and have a look 
because it looks good

� Ie
� Not only text

� Good idea to preprint it in A3 format and look 
at it from a distance
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If you are to stand by it

� Does your poster contain all the 
information you will need ?

� Will you be wishing you have a blackboard 
or a piece of paper to draw a specific 
formula or example?
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Even more important

� Get an A3 version out, put it on the wall 
and ask your colleagues to tell you what 
they think

� Everything matters
� Science

� Errata

� Artistic nature

� Fonts…
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5 Oral communication
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Thou shall prepare your talks

� Oral presentation

� Poster

� Do not improvise! When you have an 
audience, do not waste it
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To do before 
your talk

� Long before
� Find out how long (without questions)

� Check you have what you need

� What does the audience know? What does it 
expect? Who is talking before you?

� Get the slides checked 

� Rehearse ar much as necessary
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Before

� Check the hardware :
� Memory key

� Copy of the slides on a server

� Do these slides open
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Just before

� Double check the time you are given

� Check you have everything you need: 
water, handkerchief, laser, watch

� Put your watch on
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Language and its 
consequences 

� Speak clearly, find your rhythm. Be 
interesting

� Cannot be dull:
� Think about teaching

� Acting class should be compulsory in graduate 
school

� Warn (out of politeness) if you think you 
could have a problem with questions
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The length: are we allowed more 
or less time? 

� There is a duration. Stick to it

� Better less than more

� Use extra slides to be able to make your 
talk longer and short cuts to make it 
shorter

� No general rhythm. For some speakers 1 
slide=3mn, for others 1 slide=1mn
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The slides 

� Who are they for? 

� What are they for? 

� Who is supposed to understand? 

� What is the audience supposed to 
understand?
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Look at the others

� Why did you like that talk?

� What tricks did the speaker use?

� What did his slides look like?

� What font was he using?

www.videolectures.net
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The questions: do we want them? 
How do we do to get them? 

� Best is to have the questions we want

� But do not ask a friend to ask the 
questions…

� Prepare some extra slides for the most 
probable questions
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Thou shall do your best to get 
your paper accepted

� Have I done everything for my paper to be 
published?

� How can I hope for a comprehensive 
reviewer? (fair review)
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6 How does a reviewer 
work?
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The reviewer’s job

� Remember

� The reviewer is not (usually) paid

� He may have accepted to review your 
paper to help

� If he has any conflict of interest he 
should not accept to review
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Reviewer: conflict of interest

� You should never accept to review work 
that you know
� Because you have worked on it with the author

� Because you have already reviewed the work
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What are most common reasons for rejecting a 
paper?  Jos A. E. Spaan, 

� http://videolectures.net/medicon07_spaan_wam/

� Financing depends today at least as much about 
management.
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7 How does an editor 
(or area chair) work?
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What does an editor do?

� He has to find reviewers
� From the abstract and the reference list (a 

good starting point

� You should give hints as to what sort of 
reviewers should want to read the paper

� Eliminate “bad luck” factor
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Why?

� Goal is to find competent reviewers

� These have to be able to understand the 
work and give an opinion on it

� They should understand the theory
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Check list

� A good title?

� The abstract

� Use a speller

� A related work section

� The bibliography…
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Appendices
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Appendix A
Referees Overview Guidelines 

� Please keep these points in mind while 
preparing detailed comments. They are 
only for the reviewers in evaluating the 
manuscript. 
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A. Reader Interest 

1. Is the paper of current interest to a 
reasonable segment of the readership? 

2. Within its particular filed of 
specialization, is the topic of the paper 
considered important? 

3. To what extent is material in the paper 
likely to be used by other researchers 
and practitioners? 
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B. Content 

1. Is the paper technically sound?

2. How would you describe the technical 
depth of the paper?

3. Does the paper make a contribution to 
the state-of-the-art in its field?

4. Does the paper make adequate reference 
to earlier contributions? [If not, list 
some specific references.]
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C. Presentation 
1. Does the title adequately reflect content of manuscript? 
2. Is the abstract an appropriate and adequate digest of the 

work presented?
3. Are the keywords well chosen? 
4. Does the introduction clearly state the background and 

motivation in terms of being understandable to the non-
specialist? 

5. Is the paper well organised?
6. Relative to its technical content, is the length of the paper 

appropriate?
7. Is the English satisfactory? 
8. How readable is the paper for a computer scientist, 

mathematician or engineer who is not a specialist in this 
particular field?

9. Disregarding technical content, how do you rate the quality of 
the presentation? Clarity of exposition is the hallmark of a 
first-rate paper.

10. Is there unnecessary duplication of material in text, figures, 
tables? 
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Appendix B
Guidelines for giving
a Truly Terrible Talk

Strict adherence to the following time-
tested guidelines will ensure that both you 
and your work remain obscure and will 
guarantee an audience of minimum size at 
your next talk. 
Continuity of effort may result in being 
awarded the coveted 5:00 P.M. Friday 
speaking time at the next national meeting.

35 mm Slides: A Manual for Technical Presentations by Dan Pratt and Lev Ropes
published by the American Association of Petroleum Geologists, Box 975, Tulsa, OK 
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� (These "guidelines" were found as part of the 
advertisment for: 35-mm Slides: A Manual for 
Technical Presentations.

� By Dan Pratt and Lev Ropes, published by the 
American Association of Petroleum Geologists, 1978, 
32 pages; order from AAPG, Box 979, Tulsa, OK 
74101.) 

� They were then found by cdlh on Mikel Forcada’s
webpage: http://www.dlsi.ua.es/~mlf/
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Slides

� Use lots of slides. A rule of thumb is one 
slide for each 10 seconds of time allotted 
for your talk. If you don't have enough, 
borrow the rest from the previous 
speaker, or cycle back and forth between 
slides. 
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Slides

Put as much information on one slide as 
possible. Graphs with dozen or so 
crossing lines, tables with at least 100 
entries, and maps with 20 or 30 units 
are especially effective; but equations, 
particularly if they contain at least 15 
terms and 20 variables are almost as 
good. A high density of detailed and 
marginally relevant data usually 
preempts.
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Slides

Use small print. Anyone who has not the 
foresight to either sit in the front row or 
bring a set of binoculars is probably not 
smart enough to understand your talk 
anyway. 
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Slides

Use figures and tables directly from 
publications. They will help you 
accomplish goals 2 and 3 above and 
minimize the amount of preparation for 
the talk. If you haven't published the 
work, use illustrations from an old 
publication. Only few people in the 
audience will notice anyway.
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Presentation

Don't organize your talk in advance. It 
is usually best not to even think about it 
until your name has been announced by 
the session chair. Above all, don't write 
the talk out, for it may fall into enemy 
hands.
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Presentation

Never, ever, rehearse, even briefly. Talks 
are best when they arise spontaneously 
and in random order. Leave it as an 
exercise for the listener to assemble your 
thoughts properly and make sense out of 
what you say.
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Discuss each slide in complete detail, 
especially those parts irrelevant to the 
main points of your talk. If you suspect 
that there is anyone in the audience who 
is not asleep, return to a previous slide 
and discuss it again.

Presentation
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Face the projection screen, mumble, and 
talk as fast as possible, especially while 
making important points. An alternate 
strategy is to speak very slowly, leave 
every other sentence uncompleted and 
punctuate each thought with "ahhh", 
"uhhh", or something equally 
informative. 

Presentation
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Wave the light pointer around the room, 
or at least move the beam rapidly about 
the slide image in small circles. If this is 
done properly, it will make 50% of the 
people in the front three rows (and 
those with binoculars) sick.

Presentation
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Use up all of your allotted time and at 
least half, if not all, of the next 
speaker's. This avoids foolish and 
annoying questions and forces the 
chairman to ride herd on the following 
speakers. Remember, the rest of the 
speakers don't have anything important 
to say anyway. If they had, they would 
have been assigned times earlier than 
you.

Presentation


